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From the Cat's Point of View answers nearly every question the new cat owner could have and

gives the experienced cat owner a look at life from the other side of the scratching post.
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When this book arrived, I wondered to myself if it was worth the money spent on it-- it seems like too

narrow a volume to have good information. Was I ever wrong. This book is not a comprehensive cat

care book; it never promised to be (other people who are disappointed by this should have known

better). It does, however, deal with behavioral problems and is written in such a clear concise way

that I didn't realize I had read over half the book in one sitting until I set it down. Tips for how to deal

with the cat-- the description on booby traps alone-- make this a worthwhile purchase. One of two

books recommended to me by the Ohio State University's Veterinary School, I highly recommend it,

even for people who have had cats for a long time.

The most practical and reasonable approach to understanding your cats behavior is innside this

book. It doesn't anthropomorphize (attribute human emotions and behavior to) your cat. As the book

says: "cats are not little people dressed up in a fur suit." This is the REAL way cats think and react

to you and their environment. The insight this book gives as to what a cat does and why will improve

even the closest of existing relationships with your feline. It will help those considering cat

ownership to get off on the right foot. I cannot recommend this book highly enough! If you are a cat

person, this book is a must-have. (It will help "non-cat" people to better understand those feline

quirks, too! Maybe they will even start to LIKE cats once they read this book!!)



From the cat's point of view is the perfect guide for beginner and novice cat owners. I have handed

out over ten copies and I am sure the cats and owners affected are happier for it. They have

practical simple solutions for every problem and their prospective from the cat's point of view is

priceless and funny. Great easy read. Can improve your relationship with your cat many times over.

I asked my vet to recommend a cat book that would be easy to understand and give some insight in

cat's behaviour. I am so glad he pointed me to this little gem. It's short, concise, and easy to read.

Very informative even for people that have been cat owners for a long time. A must-read for any

new cat person!

I recommend this short, entertaining book to most of my clients. For the new cat owner, it provides

many helpful tips to understand our finicky feline friends. For folks who have owned many cats, the

book helps to explain kitty mysteries such as house soiling, scratching, play biting, and many other

common behaviors. This book helps owners understand that cats do not act out of spite, but are

simply reacting in normal feline fashion to man-made obstacles in their path. From the cat's point of

view we share their space, not vice versa!

I've had adult cats in the past but currently have a 5 month old kitten (from 4 days old). A kitten

seemed like an alien! I found the Cat's Point of View to alleviate some of that strangeness I'm

experiencing with such a young feline. I recently read a novel titled "From A Dogs Perspective" and

was hoping this would be just as good. It came close, but being written more as a documentary style

than novel story based "Cat's" fell a little short. Don't get me wrong though, it was very helpful and I

am very glad I read it. One piece that sticks out in my memory is how/why cats rub up against us as

well as a secondary reason for their constant preening (it's not just cleaning themselves!) Both

actions are scent oriented and how they know this is where they belong ...or from their point of view,

what "belongs to them"

I've been using this in veterinary practice for ten years to help educate cat owners about behavioral

issues. Excellent, clear and enjoyable read. An invaluable resource.

The book is quite helpful, although it is a bit small. Still have some questions left about cats'

behaviour, but the book was quite nice for the start. Language is excellent and the book is very easy



to understand.
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